
Analysis of Solid Fuel Combustion

ADVANCED PARTICLE SIMULATION

Incineration of biomass, waste or sewage sludge is a complex interplay of numerous chemical and physical processes 
entailing various challenges for power plant operation. Beside varying fuel composition and quality, emission abatement 
and deposit reduction are central issues of operators. Detailed investigation of the combustion process by means of 
simulation offers a risk-free and efficient approach for system optimization in case of numerous plants and fuels.

Packed Beds, Fluidized Beds and Dust Firing

Combustion and Deposition Analysis

Char mass fraction and temperature distribution 
in a biomass packed bed [Holtz, 2019] 

Char mass fraction of particles in a fluidized bed reactor
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We offer a variety of simulation services ranging from 
fast-solving steady CFD to the highest detailedness by 
CFD-DEM coupling and a single-particle combustion 
model. Obtain simulation results in shortened time 
frame or consider a multitude of scenarios, both using 
the steady CFD approach. If you are interested in highly 
detailed combustion phenomena, our particle concept 
will show its superior by capturing thermochemical 
conversion on the particle scale entirely. In addition to 
heat and mass transfer, the particle approach compri-
ses submodels for drying, pyrolysis and char burnout. 
Beside dust firing, the particle model is applicable to 
packed beds as well as fluidized bed boilers.

Our team provides long-term experience and fundamental 
knowledge in terms of combustion science. We are de-
dicated and adept in utilization of numerical methods 
e.g. CFD and DEM for solid fuel combustion analysis and 
system improvement. 
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ADVANCED PARTICLE SIMULATION

Deposit Formation in a Grate Furnace

Typically, ash fusion temperature of solid bio fuels or 
waste is relatively low. In addition, these fuels also 
bring with a high degree of volatile ash compounds. 
Both, ash fusion temperature and volatile ash content 
may lead to critical deposit formation in biomass and was-
te incineration plants by ash particle adherence, aerosol 
formation and heterogeneous condensation on heat 
exchanger walls. Beside the fuel itself, emerging deposits 
are related to operating conditions and the system con-
sidered. Appropriate deposit models offer a risk-free 
approach for analysis of the complex deposition nature 
without impact on the running plant. 

Key Benefits for Your Project

• Fundamental knowledge of physical and chemical pro-
cesses in the field of solid fuel and residual combustion

• Long-term experience in the field of numerical simula-
tion of particle-laden flow by means of CFD and DEM

• Widely applicable portfolio of simulation techniques to 
ensure the best approach for your project situation

• Risk-free and detailed investigation of hardly accessible 
processes  

ADVANCED PARTICLE
SIMULATION
Team Lead 
Dr.-Ing. Dorian Holtz
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dorian.holtz@fvtr.de

Key Services

• Performing numerical simulation of combustion systems
• Investigation of particle deposition or ash vapor condensation 
• Optimization of related conversion systems
• Assistance and consulting for theoretical fundamentals 

or system improvement

Are you interested in further information? 
Feel free to contact our friendly experts. 
Together we will find a solution for your challenges. 

Trajectories of fly ash particles emitted from the fuel bed 
obtained by CFD-DEM coupling

Deposit structure in a biomass grate furnace


